Delaware State University presents

Biology, Bioinformatics, & Chemistry Academy Research Scholars (B2-CARS) Summer Program

WHEN: July 10th - July 28th 2023

WHO SHOULD APPLY:
- Rising 7th and 8th graders from underrepresented communities (groups)
- Delaware students

WHERE:
DELAWARE STATE UNIVERSITY
1200 NORTH DUPONT HWY, DOVER, DE 19901

HOW MUCH: FREE

WHY (Benefits of the Program):
- Daily hands-on learning in STEM
- Engage students to help solve a real-world problem
- Breakfast, lunch, and snack included
- Interaction with scientists in various fields
- Free gifts

WHAT (PROGRAM EXPECTATIONS): SCHOLARS WILL...
- Attend 3-week summer camp
- Conduct hands-on research activities in Bioinformatics, Biology & Chemistry
- Present at the DSU summer research symposium
- Attend six virtual meetings following the summer camp

Apply To Participate Today:
Google Search: B2-CARS or scan the QR code below
https://cast.desu.edu/b2-cars-middle-school-student-application-form

DEADLINE: May 3rd, 2023

Contact: Mrs. Courtney Sudler
csudler@desu.edu